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1.

Introduction
What is the purpose of this Assessment?

1.1 Mineral and waste development is vulnerable to flooding, most commonly from
fluvial (river) sources; but damage or inconvenience can also arise from surface
water runoff and groundwater. The planning system can help to reduce the risk
of flooding by locating development in areas that avoid flood risk, ensuring it
does not exacerbate flooding elsewhere and that new development is resilient
to the effects of flooding.
1.2 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)1 sets out the requirements for
Local Planning Authorities to take account of flood risk. Paragraph 156 requires
Local Plans to be supported by a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) and
to develop policies to manage flood risk. A ‘sequential approach’ to site
selection should be taken to locate development in the lowest flood risk zones.
1.3 A SFRA is a study carried out by one or more Local Planning Authorities to
assess the risk to an area from flooding from all sources, now and in the future,
taking into account the impacts of climate change, and to assess the impact
that land use changes and development in the areas will have on flood risk.
1.4 The SFRA is used to apply the sequential test which aims to steer new
development to areas with the lowest probability of flooding. If there are
alternative sites in areas of lower flood risk, development should not be
allocated or permitted. If it is not possible for the development to be located in
flood zones with a lower probability of flooding, it must be demonstrated that
the development provides wider sustainability benefits that outweigh flood risk
and a site-specific flood risk assessment must demonstrate that the
development will be safe for its lifetime without increasing flood risk.
1.5 The SFRA will form part of the evidence base for the Central and Eastern
Berkshire Joint Minerals and Waste Plan (JMWP).

1

National Planning Policy Framework (Para. 155):
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/779764/
NPPF_Feb_2019_web.pdf
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Potential Allocations
1.6 Potential allocations were identified through ‘calls for sites’ to industry, agents
and landowners and liaison with the Berkshire Authorities. The initial
assessment of these sites was set out in a SFRA which accompanied the Draft
Plan in 2018.
1.7 Following, the Draft Plan consultation (2018), two further call for sites were
undertaken. In 2019, an additional mineral site (Bray Quarry Extension) was
identified and assessed. In 2019, two further sites were identified and assessed
(Land west of Basingstoke Road and Area between Horton and Poyle Quarries.
In addition, the decision was taken to not allocate existing waste sites and
therefore, two potential sites were discounted for further consideration
(Planners Farm and Star Works). Furthermore, since the initial Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment was prepared in June 2018, three of the potential sites have
now been permitted (Poyle Quarry, Riding Court Farm and Water Oakley
(subject to legal agreements)) and therefore, an Assessment is no longer
required.
1.8 This SFRA provides updates to the sites following the Draft Plan consultation,
an assessment of the new potential allocation site and a sequential test.

What is the Joint Minerals & Waste Plan (JMWP)?
1.9 The Joint Minerals and Waste Plan (JMWP) covers the administrative areas of
four unitary authorities: Bracknell Forest, Reading, Windsor & Maidenhead and
Wokingham (collectively referred to as the ‘Central and Eastern Berkshire
Authorities’).
1.10 Minerals are an important natural resource that makes an essential contribution
to Central and Eastern Berkshire’s economy, prosperity and quality of life. It is
essential that there is a steady and adequate supply of material to provide for
infrastructure, development and goods that local communities, industry and the
economy requires. This provision must follow the principles of sustainable
development. The extraction of minerals from the land has a fundamental role
to play in meeting Central and Eastern Berkshire’s need for aggregates.
1.11 The JMWP will seek to enable sufficient minerals development to meet their
demands for sand and gravel and other aggregates. To do this, sustainable and
suitable locations for the extraction of sand and gravel will need to be identified.
1.12 The JMWP will also indicate what provision of waste facilities is required, where
these may be located; when they are to be provided and how they will be
delivered during the Plan period to 2036. Where necessary, the Plan will
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indicate what waste management developments and facilities are required in
Central and Eastern Berkshire and the most suitable locations for these
facilities. Identifying what potential there is for delivering sustainable waste
management is important because positive planning is concerned with
opportunities and not just constraints. Plans must be justifiable; founded on a
robust and credible evidence base which should be as up to date as possible.
1.13 The JMWP will build upon the formerly adopted minerals and waste plans for
the Central and Eastern Berkshire area and improve, update and strengthen
the policies and provide details of strategic sites that will deliver the vision.

Lead Local Flood Authorities - Roles and responsibilities
1.14 The four Central and Eastern Berkshire unitary authorities are Lead Local Flood
Authorities (LLFAs) for the JMWP plan area. The Flood and Water
Management Act 2010 gives Lead Local Flood Authorities powers and duties
for the strategic overview of local flooding and for some flood risk management
functions.
1.15 As LLFAs, the Berkshire authorities are responsible for managing the risk of
flooding from:




groundwater - caused when heavy or prolonged rainfall makes the water
table rise above its normal level;
surface water (rainfall) runoff - flows over surfaces such as roads, roofs
and patios that cannot absorb water; and
ordinary watercourses - smaller, non-main rivers (i.e. those not managed
by the EA) and water bodies. These include rivers, streams, ditches,
drains, cuts, culverts, dykes, and sluices.

1.16 Their powers and duties include:





duty to investigate flooding;
duty to maintain a register of significant structures and features that in the
opinion of the authority are likely to have a significant effect on flood risk
in its area; and
powers to regulate ordinary watercourses.

1.17 As the highways authority, the Central and Eastern Berkshire Authorities have
lead responsibility for providing and managing highway drainage under the
Highways Act 1980.
1.18 The Authorities are also defined as Category 1 Responder under the Civil
Contingencies Act 2004 and are responsible for the preparation of contingency
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plans that detail how all emergency responders will respond to a disaster or
major incident in their area, including major flood events.

Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) - Methodology
1.19 For the purposes of the Central and Eastern Berkshire JMWP a Level 1 SFRA
is being undertaken. This assessment provides enough detail for the sequential
test to be applied. The SFRA for the JMWP has drawn upon the existing
SFRAs undertaken by the four Central and Eastern Berkshire Authorities:





Bracknell Forest updated SFRA published February 2018 (as amended)2
Reading Council updated SFRA published June 20173
Windsor and Maidenhead updated SFRA published June 20174; and
Wokingham SFRA Updated January 20205

1.20 The SFRAs for Bracknell Forest, Reading, Windsor and Maidenhead, and
Wokingham have all been updated over the past year, and therefore provide a
robust and up to date picture of flood risk across the four Central and Eastern
Berkshire Authorities.
1.21 Development of the JMWP SFRA is being phased to meet specific deadlines in
the plan making process. At this stage, nine potential sites are assessed within
the SFRA.
1.22 The SFRA will consider flood risk from all sources within the main river
catchments. Within the Thames River Basin District there are six management
catchments in the Central and Eastern Berkshire area: the Loddon, Kennet,
Colne, Maidenhead and Sunbury (Lower Thames), Thames and Chilterns
South, and the Wey6. The catchments, and all sites assessed within the SFRA,
are shown on Map 1.

2

https://www.bracknell-forest.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/planning/planning-policy/developmentplan/draft-bracknell-forest-local-plan/evidence-base
3
https://www.reading.gov.uk/planningpolicy
4
https://www3.rbwm.gov.uk/info/200209/planning_policy/488/strategic_flood_risk_assessment
5
https://www.wokingham.gov.uk/planning-policy/planning-policy-information/draft-local-planconsultation/?categoryesctl91f252ff-550d-4cfa-a838-92ef2cb5f83c=10724
6
Source EA Framework Directive for catchments.
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Map 1: Central and Eastern Berkshire River Catchments and assessed sites
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2.

Flood Risk – High Level Review

2.1 Central and Eastern Berkshire is primarily affected by fluvial (river) flooding;
however, it also experiences flooding from surface water run-off, groundwater and
sewers.
2.2 For the purposes of the JMWP SFRA each of the four local authorities are
examined in turn, to provide an overall assessment of flood risk.
Royal Borough Windsor and Maidenhead
2.3 The Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead is located in the east of the JMWP
area, between Slough, Wokingham and Bracknell (refer to Map 2). The total area of
the Borough is 19,844ha. The northern and eastern boundaries of the Borough are
defined by the River Thames. Many key population centres within the Royal
Borough are located along the length of the river including Maidenhead, Windsor,
Old Windsor, and Cookham.
2.4 There are five management catchments in the Borough (refer to Map 2). The key
catchments and associated Main Rivers are as follows:
Catchment
Maidenhead to
Sunbury (Thames)

Loddon
Colne

Main River
River Thames, Harveyford Ditch, Low Grounds Ditch,
Lady Place Ditch, Bisham Brook, Strand Water,
Thames Odney Ditches, Thames Lulle Brook, White
Brook, Maidenhead Ditch, Amerden Grove Ditch, The
Cut, Chawridge Bourne, Heywood Stream, Cress
Brook, Myrke Ditch, Chalvey Ditch, Colemorton Brook,
Boveney Ditch, Datchet Common Brook,
Battle Bourne, Bourne Ditch
Gunsbrook, Paradise Ditch, Broadmoor Lane Ditches,
Twyford Brook, Goosenest Brook, Hungerford Ditch,
Park Farm Ditch
Colne, Colne Brook, County Ditch Staines, Yeoveney
Lodge Ditch

Main River and Ordinary Watercourse Flooding
2.5 The locations mentioned above are those with the highest flood risk. Significant
reported flooding from the River Thames has occurred on a number of occasions,
with major floods in 1894, 1947, and 2014, with less severe floods occurring in
1954, 1959, 1974, 1981, 1990, 2000, 2003, 2007, 2012 and 2013/14.
2.6 In November and December 2012 there were two River Thames flooding events,
caused partly by saturated ground producing greater runoff into rivers. Six
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properties experienced internal flooding within the Borough in the November event;
no properties in the Borough were flooded internally during the December event.
2.7 During the winter of 2013/14 heavy rains caused widespread flooding, between
December and February. The winter was the wettest recorded in the UK since
records began in 1766. Many towns in the Borough were badly affected, including
Cookham, Eton and Windsor. Approximately 170 properties were confirmed as
experiencing internal flooding from a variety of sources including main rivers (145),
fluvial gravels from main rivers (25) and groundwater (1).
2.8 There is also a risk of flooding associated with other main rivers in the Borough,
including Colne Brook, the River Colne, The Cut, Strand Water, and White Brook. A
number of smaller local watercourses also pose a potential risk of flooding,
including Bourne Ditch, the Battle Bourne, Wraysbury Drain, and Horton Drain.
2.9 These rivers and drains affect fewer properties than the River Thames; however,
they are more susceptible to flash flooding as a result of localised intense rainfall.
With climate change it is likely that flash flooding will become more common.
Map 2: Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead River Catchments

2.10 The Environment Agency Flood Map for Planning (Rivers and the Sea) indicates the
areas that are at risk of flooding from fluvial sources. This shows that 26% of the
total Borough area is at risk of flooding during a flood event with an annual
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probability of 0.1%. Within this area, there are approximately, 13,289 residential
properties and 1,890 commercial properties at risk. Of these 15,179 properties,
7,677 residential and 1,151 commercial properties are also at risk of flooding during
a flood event with an annual probability of 1%. This would impact some 20% of the
Boroughs area.
Surface Water Flooding
2.11 Localised surface water flooding from catchment run-off and/or sewer system failure
following heavy rainfall is also a risk to properties, including those in defended
areas.
2.12 In summer 2007 a significant flood event associated with surface water occurred
that affected large areas of the country. At this time surface water flooding affected
home and businesses in the Borough, with at least four schools closed in the towns
of Windsor and Maidenhead, approximately 30 homes in Maidenhead directly
affected by flood waters, and the commercial centre in Maidenhead (Nicholson’s
Walk) closed due to storm water flooding.
2.13 The Environment Agency National Receptor Database and Local Sources Flood
Maps indicate the following number of properties at flood risk in the Borough:

1 in 30-year flood event
1 in 100-year flood event
1 in 1000-year flood event

Number of Properties at risk of Flooding
Residential
Non-residential
117
272
277
455
1,599
1,125

Groundwater Flooding
2.14 There is risk of groundwater emergence along the River Thames due to the
presence of ‘Thames Gravels’. The gravels are highly permeable superficial
deposits beneath the historical floodplain of the River Thames. High water levels in
the river result from high underlying groundwater levels in these deposits. As a
consequence, properties situated away from the direct influence of the river are also
at risk of flooding due to high groundwater levels. This also applies where defences
have been constructed to mitigate fluvial flood risk. In such cases following intense
or prolonged rainfall, groundwater travels through the Thames Gravels, causing
localised flooding behind the river defences. Fluvial defences can also impede the
natural flow of groundwater into the river, resulting in a backing up of groundwater
behind the defences, potentially exacerbating the risk of groundwater flooding.
Sewer Flooding
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2.15 The overcharging of the sewer system due to inflows exceeding the underground
system capacity is a problem in parts of the Borough. Thames Water collects and
records incidents of sewer flooding on the DG5 register. The register does not
provide a specific location of flooding incidents; rather it provides a total number of
flooding incidents over the past ten-year period for a particular postcode prefix area.
Reservoir Flooding
2.16 The Environment Agency produce Reservoir Flood Maps for large reservoirs over
25,000 cubic metres of water. There is only one reservoir identified within the
Borough; the Queen Mother Reservoir, located to the south east of Windsor. The
maps also indicate that the maximum flood extent from the Wraysbury, King George
VI and Staines Reservoirs, located to the south east of the Borough boundary,
would also impact parts of the Borough.
Reading Borough Council
2.17 Reading Borough Council is located in the west of the Central and Eastern
Berkshire JMWP area with Wokingham situated to the east (refer to Map 3). The
Borough covers some 4,000ha.
Map 3: Reading Borough – River Catchments
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2.18 The Borough is centred on Reading town centre, and includes Caversham and
Emmer Green to the north, Tilehurst and Southcote to the west and Whitley to the
south-east.
2.19 Within the Borough there are a number of watercourses classified as Main Rivers.
The catchments and associated rivers/watercourses are as follows:
Catchment

Main River

Thame and South Chilterns

River Thames, Berry Brook

Kennet and Pang

River Kennet, Holy Brook, Foundry Brook

Main River Flooding
2.20 The centre of Reading lies between the River Thames and River Kennet,
consequently it is prone to flooding. Severe flood events associated with the River
Kennet have occurred in 1894, 1947, 1971 and 2000. In 1947 the impact of the
flood event was greater at the downstream end of the Kennet due to the combined
impact with flooding occurring on the Thames.
2.21 Within the Thames floodplain areas around the following locations are at fluvial risk:
Gos Brook Road/Southview Avenue, Amersham Road, The Warren, Caversham
Road and Vastern Road, Kings Meadow, the commercial/residential areas south of
Richfield Ave/Caversham Road, Great Knolly Street. and the Cattle Market, the
Thames Promenade, and three areas to the south of the railway line: the
commercial area centred on Scours Lane, the area around the eastern end of
Portman Road, and the railway works/sidings.
2.22 Within the River Kennet floodplain, the following areas at risk include: Isolated areas
immediately adjoining the canalised section of the watercourse, Reading Gate
Retail Park, Areas west of Green Park, Kennet Water Meadows and Fobney
Meadows and the areas to the north-east, and Garnet Road and Brook Street near
the Holy Brook in Coley.
Surface Water Flooding
2.23 Surface water flooding can occur along the routes of former water courses and
along highways, examples of which include in central Reading the Inner Distribution
Road, Great Knollys Street and Watlington Street. Elsewhere in the Borough:
Southampton Road, Redlands Road, Eastern Avenue, A329 Wokingham Road, and
the corridor along Stockton Road and Whitley Wood Road.
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2.24 Within the Borough a number of ordinary watercourses have been largely
subsumed within the urban drainage system due to past urban expansion and are
now largely culverted as part of the Thames Water public sewer system. Such
areas are likely to be at some risk of flooding. Such areas highlighted on the
Environment Agency Surface Water flood map include:
 the culverted watercourse between the outlet of Whiteknights Park Lake and
the Kennet near Kennetmouth;
 Hemdean Bottom/Hemdean Road, Caversham, with a culvert draining to the
Thames near the University boathouses;
 The Dee Road/Norcot Road area with a culvert draining to the Thames at
Scours Road; and
 The Rodway Road/Kentwood Hill/Overdown Road area with a culvert draining
under the railway to the Thames at the Kentwood roundabout on Oxford Road
(this roundabout was affected in July 2007 by flooding).
2.25 In 2007 extreme rainfall across the UK caused significant flooding, including in the
Borough. All the property flooding at that time occurred from surface water, no
property flooding happened as a consequence of fluvial flooding. The following is a
summary of the areas reported to be affected:
 London Road at the junction with Liverpool Road, and surrounding streets;
 London Road between Cemetery junction and Hospital;
 Elmstone Drive;
 Glenrosa Road;
 Norcot Road;
 Stone Street and Ivydene Road;
 Kingsley Close;
 Harness Close; and
 Cow Lane.
Groundwater Flooding
2.26 The risk of groundwater flooding across the Borough is usually considered to be
low, however there are some isolated records of groundwater flooding. These are in
typically low-lying areas close to the River Thames, where groundwater levels
would potentially be at seasonal shallow depths. Records indicate that groundwater
flooding has occurred at the following locations:
 South View Avenue and Send Road (Lower Caversham);
 Caversham Road and The Forbury, and Brigham Road (Reading centre);
 Elgar Road South; and
 Appleford Road.
Sewer Flooding
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2.27 Thames Water collects and records incidents of sewer flooding on its DG5 register.
The register does not provide a specific location of flooding incidents; rather it
provides a total number of flooding incidents over the past ten-year period for a
particular postcode prefix area.
Locations
Covered
Reading
Central
Reading
West
Reading
South East
Reading
North

Number of properties
on the DG5 register
21 to 50
51 to 100
21 to 50
51 to 100
1 to 5
51 to 100
>100
51 to 100
>100

Postcode Area
RG12
RG11, RG13, RG14, RG16, RG17
RG33
RG16, RG20
RG26
RG20, RG27
RG28
RG45, RG46
RG47, RG48

Reservoir and Canal Flooding (Impounded water bodies)
Whiteknights Lake
2.28 There is only one reservoir (designed to hold, or capable of holding, more than
25,000 cubic metres of water above the natural level of any part of the adjoining
land) - Whiteknights Lake, within the grounds of the University of Reading south
east of the centre of Reading. This ornamental lake has a 70,000m3 capacity
formed by an embankment dam across the valley of a small stream.
2.29 Whiteknights Lake comprises three retained levels: The Main Lake (at the lowest
level), the Middle Lake (upstream of the Main Lake and retained by an embankment
traversed by Whiteknights Road), and the Upper Lake (upstream of the Middle
lake). Only the Main Lake is categorised as a reservoir.
2.30 The Environment Agency Reservoir Map indicates that in the event of a
catastrophic breach, floodwater would flow northwards dispersing outwards through
playing fields, a cemetery and residential area and the Newtown area before
discharging into the River Kennet.
2.31 A flood study identified modifications to the embankment to ensure it can withstand
the ‘Probable Maximum Flood’ without damage. These measures have since been
completed.
2.32 The risk of a catastrophic failure is considered to be low.
Longwater Flood Relief Channel (Green Park)
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2.33 The Longwater Flood Relief Channel is the only other significant body of open water
in the Borough. However, it is flood storage and conveyance area contained at or
below the surrounding ground levels, and the route from the Foudry Brook offtake,
through the area and along the flood channel to the outfall into the River Kennet is
classed as ‘Main River’. Consequently, the topography eliminates any risk of a
‘breach’ and in the event of a failure the feature would drain into the surrounding
fluvial system.
Kennet and Avon Canal
2.34 The Kennet and Avon Canal runs east-west through Berkshire and Wiltshire, linking
the navigable watercourses of the River Avon with the River Thames at Reading. It
is understood that the risk of a catastrophic failure is extremely low. Nevertheless, a
potential localised risk of overtopping from the canal remains.
Bracknell Forest Borough Council
2.35 Bracknell is located in the east of the JMWP area, south of Windsor and
Maidenhead and east of Wokingham. The total area of the Borough is some
10,938ha. Bracknell is the principal town. Smaller settlements include; Binfield,
Warfield, Winkfield, Crowthorne and Sandhurst.
2.36 There are three river catchments in the Borough: The Loddon (south and West),
Wey (east) and Lower Thames (north), within which are numerous watercourses
classified as Main River and ordinary watercourses. The catchments and
associated rivers/watercourses are as follows:
Catchment
Loddon
Lower Thames
Wey

Classification Watercourse
Main River
River Blackwater, Old Mill Stream
Main River
Blackmoor Stream, Bull Brook, Chawridge
Bourne, The Cut
Ordinary
Downmill Stream, The Bourne
Watercourse
Ordinary
Chertsey Bourne, Hale/Mill Bourne, Wish
Watercourse
Stream

Historical Flooding
2.37 Significant flooding from fluvial, surface water and groundwater has occurred in
parts of the Borough including in 1947, 1968, 1974, 1981, 1987, 1990, 1993, 2000,
2001, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 and 2014.
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Map 4: Bracknell Forest Borough – River Catchments

Fluvial Flooding
2.38 Fluvial flood risk exists from both Main Rivers and ordinary watercourses. Within the
Loddon catchment located in the south of the Borough around Crowthorne and
Sandhurst and east of Binfield, the main flood risk is from the River Blackwater. The
Old Mill Stream which drains part of the Loddon catchment also presents a flood
risk. The Wish Stream only presents a low flood risk east of Camberley due to the
undeveloped floodplain. Sandhurst is the most at-risk urban area in the Loddon
Catchment.
2.39 In the Wey catchment the main flood risk is from the Chertsey Bourne (Ascot to
Virginia Water), around Cheapside.
2.40 In the Lower Thames catchment, the main fluvial flood risk is from The Cut. The
greater part of the floodplain is rural, however, properties in parts of Winkfield,
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Warfield, West End, Newell Green, the Temple Park area of north Bracknell, and
Binfield Manor are at flood risk.
2.41 Bull Brook, a tributary of The Cut, drains the eastern part of Bracknell, presents a
flood risk to the Bullbrook, Martin’s Heron, The Warren, Harman’s Warren,
Whitegrove, and Forest Park areas of Bracknell.
2.42 Downmill Stream, which drains the western part of Bracknell, presents a flood risk
to the A322, a commercial at Doncastle Road and residential areas north to Temple
Park.
2.43 The Blackmoor Stream presents a flood risk to North Ascot and Rookside.
Elsewhere in the catchment, there is a risk to small communities from the
Chawridge Bourne and The Bourne (both tributaries of The Cut).
Surface Water Flooding
2.44 Much of the Borough is underlain by clay deposits. This together with the undulating
topography results in such areas responding quickly to rainfall events, increasing
the risk of surface water flooding. Also, the urban areas contain large expanses of
man-made impervious surfaces that also increase local flood risk during intense
rainstorm events.
2.45 Surface water flooding has occurred in locations such as Sandhurst, Crowthorne,
Bracknell Town, North Ascot, Winkfield e.g. Bracknell Road, Tilehurst Lane in
Binfield and Osbourne Lane, Hatchet Lane and Cricketers Lane in Warfield.
Groundwater Flooding
2.46 The Groundwater Flood Map produced for the Bracknell Forest SFRA (updated
June 2017) indicates that that much of the north of Bracknell Forest is at ‘no risk’.
The highest risk areas are across a central band, to the south of Bracknell and into
North Ascot. Some areas near the River Blackwater in Sandhurst, associated with
the underlying river gravels are also at risk.
2.47 Environment Agency records indicate that groundwater flooding has occurred at
King Edwards Road, and Audley Way in North Ascot, Springfield Road in Binfield,
The Old Forge in Winkfield Lane and Swancote Green in Bracknell Town – all
locations broadly consistent with the Groundwater Flood Map referred to above.
Sewer Flooding
2.48 Sewer flooding occurs where sewage is unable to drain away in sewerage pipes
and emerges at the surface. Thames Water collects and records incidents of sewer
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flooding on the DG5 register. The register does not provide a specific location of
flooding incidents; rather it provides a total number of flooding incidents over the
past ten-year period for a particular postcode prefix area. The records of sewer
flooding are as follows:
Postcode
Area
GU47 0
GU47 8
GU47 9
RG12 0
RG12 2
RG12 7
RG12 8
RG40 3
RG42 2
RG42 3
RG42 4
RG42 6
RG45 6
SL4 2
SL5 8

Locations Covered
Owlsmoor
Little Sandhurst
Sandhurst, Yorktown Road
Harmans Water, Bracknell
Bull Brook, Wick Hill
Birch Hill, Hanworth,
Easthampstead, Wildridings
Great Hollands
Forest Way, Beaufort Park, The
Lodge, The Hollies, Holme Green
Priestwood
Whitegrove
Forest Road, Park Farm, Terrace
Road South, Temple Way
Warfield, Moss End, Jealotts Hill,
Maiden’s Green, Winkfield Row
Windyridge, Bramshill Forest
Plaistow Green
North Ascot, Chavey Down

Number of properties
on the DG5 Register
2
11
8
5
2
19
2
3
1
2
1
4
1
1
2

Reservoirs
2.49 There are three main reservoirs in the Borough, all in operational status:
 Fish Pond at Ascot Place – an impounding reservoir
 Mill Pond in Bracknell Town – an earth-fill impounding reservoir
 Sandhurst Lower Lake, Sandhurst – an earth-fill impounding reservoir
2.50 Other smaller reservoirs are located at:
 Joshua Jebb Way to the west of Crowthorne
 Rapley Lake in Swinley Forest; and
 Great Pond to the north of Cheapside
2.51 The risk these smaller reservoirs pose within Bracknell Forest is not considered
significant. There are no reservoirs outside of Bracknell Forest that could impact
within the Borough.
Canals
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2.52 There are no canals within Bracknell Forest.
Wokingham Borough Council
2.53 Wokingham Borough Council is located in the west of the Central and Eastern
Berkshire JMWP area, east of Reading and west of Bracknell. The total area of the
Borough is some 17,892 hectares. Wokingham is the administrative centre of the
Borough. Other settlements include Woodley, Earley, Winnersh, Finchampstead,
Shinfield, Arborfield Garrison, Ruscombe and Wargrave.
2.54 There are two main river catchments in the Borough: the Loddon and Thames. The
watercourses and associated catchments are as follows:
.
Catchment Main River
Loddon
River Loddon, River Blackwater, Twyford Brook, Emm Brook,
Barkham Brook
Thames
River Thames, Foudry Brook
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Map 5: Wokingham Borough – River Catchments

Main River Flooding
2.55 Wokingham Borough Council maintains a GIS database of all historic flood
incidences since 2000.
2.56 Across the 17 parishes within Wokingham Borough, there have been 294 recorded
incidents of flooding from Main Rivers since 2000/01, which is almost half the total
recorded flooding in that time period. Winnersh and Charvil parishes both had at
least 50 incidents of Main River flooding each. Wokingham Without and Sonning
parishes both had no recorded incidents of Main River flooding
Surface Water Flooding
2.57 There are some areas within Wokingham Borough at high risk of surface water
flooding, specifically to the east of Hurst and adjacent to the River Loddon, south of
the M4.
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Groundwater Flooding
2.58 Information on groundwater flooding is typically sparse for a number of reasons,
including lack of clarity over cause of flooding.
2.59 The Environment Agency has a record of 17 groundwater flooding incidences since
2000, and the majority of these incidents related to external (garden) flooding only.
Sewer Flooding
2.60 Within Wokingham Borough, most sewers are public sewers, owned by Thames
Water. Records are not available for any privately-owned sewers, unless they have
been reported as an ad hoc incident to the Council.
2.61 Since 2000, records from Wokingham Borough indicate 21 flood events occurring
due to Thames Water Utilities
Reservoir and Canal Flooding (impounded water bodies)
2.62 Within the Borough there are 7 designated reservoirs, each over 25,000m3, with the
largest being 314,000m3. All are currently in operation. They are as follows:
 Bearwood Lake near Wokingham;
 Black Swan Lake Dinton Pasture near Wokingham;
 Longmoor Lake near Wokingham;
 Maiden Erleigh Lake (No.1) near Reading;
 Queensmere near Wokingham;
 Southlake near Reading; and
 Whiteknights Lake near Reading.
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3.

Site Specific Analysis

3.1 The assessed sites in this SFRA have been split into catchments for further
analysis. Of the six catchment areas in the Central and Eastern Berkshire
Authorities, three contain all of the sites in the Plan – the Colne and Loddon, both
Rivers that are tributaries of the River Thames, and the Maidenhead to Sunbury
catchment of the River Thames. This analysis should be read in conjunction with
the Sustainability Assessments for each site. For the purpose of flood risk
assessment, no site visits have been undertaken.
Policy Background

3.2 As set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) the aim of planning
policy is to steer development to the areas with the lowest probability of flooding.
The flood zones described below are the starting point for this sequential approach.
Zones 2 and 3 are shown on the flood map with Zone 1 being all the land falling
outside of Flood Zones 2 and 3. these flood zones refer to the probability of sea and
river flooding only, ignoring the presence of existing defences. Flood Zones are
defined as follows:
Zone 1- low probability
Definition
This zone comprises land assessed as having a less than 1in 1,000 annual
probability of river or sea flooding (<0.1%).
Appropriate uses
All uses are appropriate in this zone.
Flood risk assessment requirements
For development proposals on sites comprising one hectare or above the
vulnerability to flooding from other sources as well as from river and sea flooding,
and the potential to increase flood risk elsewhere through the addition of hard
surfaces and the effect of the new development on surface water run-off, should
be incorporated in a flood risk assessment.
Zone 2 – medium probability
Definition
This zone comprises land assessed as having between a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1,000
annual probability of river flooding (1% - 0.1%), or between a 1 in 200 and 1 in
1,000 annual probability of sea flooding (0.5% - 0.1%) in any year.
Appropriate uses
Essential infrastructure and water compatible, less vulnerable and more
vulnerable uses7, as set out in NPPF, are appropriate in this zone. Highly
vulnerable uses are only appropriate if the Exception test is passed.
Flood risk assessment requirements
All development proposals in should be accompanied by a flood risk assessment.
7

Less vulnerable uses include waste treatment (except landfill and hazardous waste facilities) and minerals working
and processing (except for sand and gravel working). More vulnerable uses include landfill and sites used for waste
management facilities for hazardous waste
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Zone 3a – high probability
Definition
This zone comprises land assessed as having a 1 in 100 or greater annual
probability of river flooding (>1%), or a 1 in 200 or greater annual probability of
flooding from the sea (>0.5) in any year.
Appropriate uses
The water-compatible and less vulnerable uses of land are appropriate in this
zone. The highly vulnerable uses should not be permitted in this zone.
Flood risk assessment requirements
All development proposals in this zone should be accompanied by a food risk
assessment.
Zone 3b – the functional floodplain
Definition
This zone comprises land where water has to flow or be stored in times of flood.
Appropriate uses
Only the water-compatible uses and the essential infrastructure listed in the
NPPF that has to be there should be permitted in this zone. It should be
designed and constructed to:
 Remain operational and safe for users in times of flood;
 Result in no net loss of floodplain storage;
 Not impede water flows; and
 Not increase flood risk elsewhere.
Note that this zone is not separately distinguished from Zone 3a in EA flood
maps.
3.3 Sand and gravel workings are classed as ‘water compatible development’ and other
mineral workings are classed as ‘less vulnerable’. The National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) acknowledges that minerals can only be worked where they
occur. However, although sand and gravel extraction are classed as ‘water
compatible’ the sequential approach should be undertaken in relation to ancillary
activities within the site such as processing, stockpiling, and offices which are not
considered ‘water compatible’. These activities can be located in areas at lower
flood risk. The NPPF also acknowledges that minerals sites may provide
opportunities to reduce flood risk by providing flood storage and attenuation.
3.4 Waste and water treatment facilities are classed as 'less vulnerable' development.
However, landfills and other waste management facilities handling hazardous waste
are classed as 'more vulnerable' development; suitable only in principle for Flood
Zones 1 and 2 - any proposals in Flood Zones 3a would need to be accompanied
by an ‘Exception Test’. In flood Zone 3b (the functional floodplain) such
developments should not be permitted.
3.5 In groundwater Source Protection Zone 1, waste operations are not normally
permitted. For all sites within a Source Protection Zone, a hydrological assessment
would be required when a formal proposal is made.
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3.6 Each site has been assessed as follows –
-

Flooding history
o Review of existing Strategic Flood Risk Assessments (including sewer
flooding) and internet search of reported flooding incidents since 1990.

-

Fluvial flooding risk
o Review of flood zones both within and surrounding each site, using
Environment Agency maps.
o The following Environment Agency definitions have been used –
 Flood Zone 3 – defined as land having a 1 in 100 or greater annual
probability of river flooding, or a 1 in 200 or greater annual probability
of flooding from the sea.
 Flood Zone 2 – defined as land having between a 1 in 100 and a 1 in
1,000 annual probability of river flooding or between a 1 in 200 and a
1 in 1,000 annual probability of flooding from the sea.
 Flood Zone 1 – land having less than a 1 in 1,000 annual probability
or river or sea flooding.

-

Surface water risk
o Review of surface water risk both within and surrounding each site, using
Environment Agency mapping tools.
o The following Environment Agency definitions have been used –
 High risk – each year this area has a chance of flooding of greater
than 3.3%.
 Medium risk – each year this area has a chance of flooding of
between 1 and 3.3%.
 Low risk – each year this area has a chance of flooding of between
0.1 and 1%.
 Very low risk – each year this area has a chance of flooding of less
than 0.1%.

-

Groundwater risk
o Review of groundwater risk both within and surrounding each site, and
Source Protection Zones, using Environment Agency mapping tools.
o Source Protection Zones are in place to protect groundwater such as wells,
boreholes and springs used for public drinking water supply.
o These zones show the risk of contamination from any activities that might
cause pollution in the area – the closer the activity, the greater the risk.
 Zone 1 – defined as the 50-day travel time from any point below the
water table to the source.
 Mineral extraction or waste operation is not usually permitted
in this zone.
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-

Zone 2 – defined by a 400-day travel time for a point below the water
table to the source.
 Minerals and waste proposals in this zone should be
accompanied by a hydrological assessment.
Zone 3 – defined as the area around a source within which all
groundwater recharge is presumed to be discharged at the source.
 Minerals and waste proposals in this zone should be
accompanied by a hydrological assessment.

Reservoir flooding risk
o Review of reservoir flooding risk both within and surrounding each site,
using Environment Agency mapping tools.
o According to the Environment Agency, reservoir flooding relates to an area
considered at risk if peoples’ lives could be threatened by an uncontrolled
release of water from a reservoir.
o The likelihood of reservoir flooding is much lower than other forms of
flooding. Current reservoir regulation, which has been further enhanced by
the Flood and Water Management Act (2010), aims to make sure that all
reservoirs are properly maintained and monitored in order to detect and
repair any problem.

Methodology
3.7 The sites have been analysed in the above areas and given a ‘RAG’ status
according to the following breakdown.
Flooding
history
Fluvial
flooding risk

Surface
water risk

Red
Two or more flood
events recorded in
the past twenty years
Majority (over 50%)
of site in Flood Zone
3

Majority of site is
medium-high or high
surface water risk

Groundwater Majority of site in
risk
Source Protection
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Amber
One-off flood event
recorded in the past
twenty years
Majority of site in
Flood Zone 2, or
some (small) areas of
flood zone 3 on site.
Access to site may be
impeded by Flood
Zones
Low-medium or
medium surface
water risk over
majority of site, or
some (small) areas of
medium-high or high
surface water risk
Majority of site in
Source Protection

Green
No reported flood
events in the past
twenty years
Site in Flood
Zone 1, or
minority of site in
Flood Zone 2

Majority of site
low or no surface
water risk.

Majority of site
low or no
23

Zone 1 or 2. Mediumhigh or high
groundwater risk
covering majority of
site

Reservoir
flooding risk

Potential reservoir
flooding with a
maximum height of
2m covering majority
of site, at speeds of
between 0.5 and 2
metres per second

Zone 3. Low-medium
or medium
groundwater risk
covering majority of
site, or some (small)
areas of medium-high
or high groundwater
risk
Potential reservoir
flooding with a
maximum height of
0.3m covering
majority of site, at a
speed of below 0.5
metres per second

groundwater risk.
No Source
Protection Zones

No risk of
reservoir flooding

3.8 A summary of the analysis of each site can be found after the table setting out the
‘RAG’ status.
3.9 To supplement this analysis, a Sequential Test of the sites has been completed
(see Appendix 1)
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Colne Catchment

The River Colne catchment covers approximately 7,734,725 sqm across Windsor and
Maidenhead and encompasses four of the assessed sites which are located in close
proximity to each other, as shown below.
Figure 1: Catchment area of the River Colne within Central and Eastern Berkshire, showing Flood
Zones 2 and 3, Assessed Sites and Unitary Boundaries
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Poyle Quarry Extension Areas - North East and South

Rating
Flood history

Reported flooding in 2014

Fluvial flooding
risk

North East – approx. 40% of site in Flood Zone 3, 30% of site
in Flood Zone 2. South – roughly 20% of site in Flood Zone 3

Surface water risk

Insignificant

Groundwater risk

Both sites are a mixture of low - medium groundwater
vulnerability. No Source Protection Zones across sites.

Reservoir flooding
risk

Both sites in reservoir flooding zone. Mixture of sites at risk of 2
metres or more, and between 0.3 and 2 metres of flooding, with
majority of speeds of between 0.5 and 2 metres/second
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Summary –
The greatest flood risk to the two Poyle
Quarry Extension Areas is reservoir
flooding, which is considered highly
unlikely. Overall, it has medium flood risk
which given the type of development (sand
and gravel extraction) is anticipated it
would not pose any significant issues.
From a flood risk perspective, this site is
considered suitable for development.
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Berkyn Manor Farm

Rating
Flood history

Reported flooding in 2003 & February 2014 flooding when
water levels highest since 1947 – River Thames burst its bank
and spilled water on to thousands of acres of farmland. Some
recorded historic sewer flooding

Fluvial flooding risk

Small strip of Flood Zone 3 in south west of site

Surface water risk

Limited low surface water flood risk

Groundwater risk

Mix of low - medium groundwater vulnerability. No Source
Protection Zones across the site

Reservoir flooding
risk

In reservoir flooding zone. Majority of site at risk of 2 metres or
more flooding, with speeds between 0.5 and 2 metres/second
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Summary –
The greatest flood risk is reservoir
flooding, which is considered highly
unlikely. The recent flood history may be
an area for concern however it is unclear
if flood defences have been erected
since that may reduce the risk of
flooding. Overall, it has medium flood
risk which given the type of development
(green and kitchen waste) is anticipated
it would not pose any significant issues.
From a flood risk perspective, this is
considered suitable for development.
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Horton Brook

Rating
Flood history

Reported flooding in vicinity 2003 & 2014. Site surrounded by
flood alert and warning areas.

Fluvial flooding
risk

Clear on site however immediately north and west are Flood
Zones 2 and 3

Surface water risk

No significant risk

Groundwater risk

Mix of low - medium groundwater vulnerability. No Source
Protection Zones across the site

Reservoir flooding
risk

In reservoir flooding zone. Majority of site at risk of 2 metres or
more flooding, with speeds of between 0.5 and 2 metres/second
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Summary –
The greatest flood risk to Horton Brook is
reservoir flooding, which is highly
unlikely. Overall, it has low flood risk
which given the type of development
(sand and gravel extraction) is
anticipated this would not pose any
significant issues.
From a flood risk perspective, this site is
considered suitable for development.
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Area between Horton and Poyle Quarries
Summary –
The greatest flood risk to Area between Horton and Poyle Quarries is
reservoir flooding, which is highly unlikely. Overall, it has low flood risk
which given the type of development (sand and gravel extraction) is
anticipated this would not pose any significant issues.
From a flood risk perspective, this site is considered suitable for
development, though a detailed groundwater and hydrogeological risk
assessment of all potential impacts in the area will need to be produced.
This is to include impacts on:
 Near-by abstraction licences
 Risk to the principal aquifer
 Cumulative impacts of the neighbouring quarry sites
 Groundwater quality in relation to impacts on neighbouring potable
abstractions and the adjacent waste sites
Rating
Flood history

No recorded flood history

Fluvial flooding
risk

Entire site in flood zone 1in accordance with the Environment
Agency’s flood map or planning.

Surface water risk

None

Groundwater risk

Medium groundwater vulnerability. The site lies on p pf a
principal aquifer, but there are no Source Protection Zones
across the site

Reservoir flooding
risk

In reservoir flooding zone. Majority of site at risk of 2 metres or
more flooding, with speeds of between 0.5 and 2 metres/second
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Maidenhead to Sunbury River Thames Catchment
The Maidenhead to Sunbury River Thames catchment covers approximately 183,118,122 sqm
across the Central and Eastern Berkshire authorities, and encompasses four of the assessed
sites which are all within Windsor and Maidenhead.
Figure 2: Maidenhead to Sunbury catchment area of the River Thames within Central and Eastern
Berkshire, showing Flood Zones 2 and 3, Assessed Sites and Unitary Boundaries
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Bray Quarry Extension

Rating
Flood history

No known records of flooding

Fluvial flooding
risk

The site is entirely in Flood Zone 3. The south-west of the site is
bordered by a main river

Surface water
risk

Insignificant

Groundwater risk

East of site in source protection zone 1, rest in source protection
zone 2

Reservoir
flooding risk

None
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Summary –
The greatest flood risk to Bray Quarry
Extension is fluvial flooding, as the site is
entirely in flood zone 3 and is bordered by
a Main River. Overall, it has medium flood
risk; given the type of development
(extraction), it is anticipated this would not
pose any significant issues.
From a flood risk perspective, this site is
considered suitable for development but
would require a Hydrological Risk
Assessment as it is in a Source Protection
Zone.
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The Compound, Stubbings

Rating
Flood history

None identified

Fluvial flooding risk

None

Surface water risk

None

Groundwater risk

Entire site in high groundwater vulnerability zone with
soluble rock risk. Site is in groundwater Source
Protection Zone 3

Reservoir flooding
risk

None
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Summary –
The only identified risk to The Compound,
Stubbings, is groundwater, with the entire site
in a high groundwater area. Given the type of
development (green waste) it is anticipated this
would not pose a significant issue.
From a flood risk perspective, this site is
considered suitable for development with the
caveat that any construction takes into account
the high groundwater levels and a Hydrological
Risk Assessment is completed.
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Ham Island

Rating
Flood history

Properties on Ham Island are subject to relatively frequent
flooding at depth from the Thames, in particular 2000, 2003
and 2013/14. Additional records of sewer flooding

Fluvial flooding risk

Approx. half Flood Zone 3, half Flood Zone 2

Surface water risk

Very limited areas of low and minimal high surface water risk

Groundwater risk

Medium-high groundwater vulnerability zone, groundwater
Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 3

Reservoir flooding
risk

In reservoir flooding zone, majority over 2 metres but some
between 0.3 and 2 metres. Speed between 0.5 and 2m/s
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Summary –
The most pressing risk is fluvial flooding,
with half the site in Flood Zone 3 and area
suffering from relatively frequent flooding.
Reservoir flooding risk is high, but very
unlikely, however groundwater
vulnerability is medium-high. Overall, it
has high flood risk but given the type of
development it should be manageable.
From a flood risk perspective, this site is
considered suitable for development but
would require a Hydrological Risk
Assessment as it is in a Source Protection
Zone.
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Monkey Island Lane Wharf

Rating
Flood history

History of sewer flooding

Fluvial
flooding risk

Majority in Flood Zone 2 with some Flood Zone 3 in
north

Surface water Medium surface water risk immediately following The
risk
Cut
Groundwater
risk

In groundwater Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 1.
Majority in medium-high groundwater vulnerability zone

Reservoir
flooding risk

None
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Summary –
The greatest flood risk is from fluvial flooding, although
groundwater risk is also significant, particularly as the
site is in Source Protection Zone 1. Overall, it has
medium-high flood risk but given the type of
development (mineral extraction) it is anticipated this
would not pose a significant issue.
From a flood risk perspective, this site is considered
suitable for development but would require a
Hydrological Risk Assessment as it is in Source
Protection Zone 1.
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Loddon Catchment
The River Loddon catchment covers approximately 190,434,551 sqm across Wokingham,
Bracknell Forest and Maidenhead and encompasses two of the assessed sites - Land west of
Basingstoke Road, Spencers Wood and Bridge Farm in Wokingham.
Figure 3: Catchment area of the River Loddon within Central and Eastern Berkshire, showing Flood
Zones 2 and 3, Assessed Sites and Unitary Boundaries
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Bridge Farm

Rating
Flood history

Fluvial flooding in 1990, 1991 & 2007

Fluvial flooding risk

Around half (west) in Flood Zone 3

Surface water risk

Ranges from low to high across site, majority low or no risk,
however operations in some low risk areas of site may be
compromised during a flood event

Groundwater risk

North of site is in groundwater Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 2

Reservoir flooding
risk

Broadly follows the Main River line (does not cover whole site),
potential of up to 2 metres flooding but around half only up to
0.3m, vast majority slow moving (below 0.5 metres per second)
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Summary –
The greatest risk is fluvial flooding, with
around half of the site in Flood Zone 3.
Overall, it has medium flood risk which
given the type of development (sand and
gravel extraction) is anticipated would
not pose any significant issues.
From a flood risk perspective, this site is
considered suitable for development
but would require a Hydrological Risk
Assessment as it is in a Source
Protection Zone.
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Land west of Basingstoke Road, Spencers Wood

Rating
Flood history

Records of river breaching in 1990 and 1991 at border of site to
a depth of roughly half a metre. No flood events in last 20 years

Fluvial flooding risk

Southern edge of the site is within Flood Zone 3b (functional
flood plain), bordering a Main River and fluvial flooding here
occurs annual on the functional flood plain. Flood Zone 2
surrounds Flood Zone 3

Surface water risk

Large majority no surface water flood risk, but a strip of high
surface water flood risk running north-west to south-east
across Lambs Lane to the Main River

Groundwater risk

The site is not within a Source Protection Zone. Low risk from
groundwater flooding though soakaways from ground and roof
in water from adjacent business park can lead to higher than
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normal water table levels after severe rain.
Reservoir flooding
risk

No risk from reservoir flooding

Summary –
The greatest risk is fluvial flooding as the site is situated within flood zones 1,2 and 3b as defined in the Environment Agency’s flood map
for planning, with the lower border of the site adjacent to the Loddon Main River. The site lies on top of a secondary aquifer, where the
water table is low in some areas, this can lead to an unpleasant odour during dry summers. Overall, it has low flood risk which given the
type of development (sand and gravel extraction) is anticipated would not pose any significant issues.
It is noted that several flood warnings have been issued for the site in recent years, though no flooding has taken place. It should also be
noted that natural drainage from the area has been removed over recent years and the FRA should note this will counteracted to prevent
risk of flooding further downstream in built up areas.
From a flood risk perspective, this site is considered suitable for development, though, should the site be taken forward, it will need to be
adequately assessed with regard to hydrological impacts upon the SSSI river in order to ensure that there aren’t potential impacts on the
flood regime, groundwater flow or water quality as the Loddon river is in the safeguard protection zone for drinking water. This assessment
should include a section on the river’s Water Framework Directive results
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4

Conclusions

4.1 High quality and appropriate design are key considerations for minerals and waste
developments located in areas at flood risk.
4.2 The conclusions in each site assessment are specific to the type of general
development such as mineral extraction etc. proposed in the Central and Eastern
Berkshire JMWP. The sites may not be suitable for any use other than that
stipulated in the JMWP Plan.
4.3 Ten sites have been assessed: eight in Windsor and Maidenhead and two in
Wokingham.
4.4 Of the ten sites assessed, three are not within Environment Agency Flood Zones 2
or 3 or Groundwater Source Protection Zones 1 or 2. These sites are as follows:
• Horton Brook (Windsor and Maidenhead)
• Area between Horton Brook and Poyle Quarry (Windsor and Maidenhead)
• The Compound, Stubbings (Windsor and Maidenhead).
4.5 Four sites are all either wholly or substantially within Environment Agency Flood
Zones 2 and /or 3 and /or groundwater Source Protection Zone 1. These sites are:
• Bray Quarry Extension (Windsor and Maidenhead)
• Ham Island (Windsor and Maidenhead)
• Monkey Island Lane Wharf (Windsor and Maidenhead); and
• Bridge Farm (Wokingham).
4.6 The three remaining sites have a minority of the site within the Environment Agency
Flood Zones 2 or 3. These sites are:
 Poyle Quarry Extension Areas – North East and South (Windsor and
Maidenhead)
 Berkyn Manor Farm (Windsor and Maidenhead)
 Land west of Basingstoke Road, Spencers Wood (Wokingham)
4.7 Whilst four of the sites are potentially at risk from reservoir flooding following a
catastrophic breach (Horton Brook, Poyle Quarry Extension Areas, Berkyn Manor
Farm, and Bridge Farm) legislation ensures that all reservoirs are properly
monitored and maintained in order to detect and repair any problems.
Consequently, the risk of reservoir flooding is considered to be low and not
considered a reason to prevent development for the purposes being considered in
the JMWP.
4.8 Overall, the conclusions in the site assessments are based on the principle that
flood risk in itself is not necessarily an impediment to the use of land for mineral
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extraction and processing or waste developments, provided that the impact of the
site does not exacerbate flood risk on the site or the surrounding area and that
development should seek to minimise the overall level of flood risk through layout,
form and the use of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) where possible.
4.9 Notwithstanding the above, all formal development proposals within a flood risk
zone will require a suitable detailed Flood Risk Assessment including how the site
will be operated, and Hydrological Risk Assessment where the site is within a
Source Protection Zone.
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Appendix 1: Sequential Test of Sites
Sequential Test Process

Site Information
Site Name

Total
Site
Area
(ha)

Flood
Zone
1

Flood
Zone
2

Flood
Zone
3a

Flood
Zone
3b

Site/location specific development
requirements

At risk
from
surface
water
flooding †

At risk
from
ground
water †

Recorded
Flood
History* and
Reservoir
Flood Risk

Proposed
Development

Flood Risk
Vulnerability
Classification

Outcome of
Sequential Test

On site surface water drainage systems
should always be considered and
provision for flow path conveyance for
all sites.

Water
compatible
development –
sand & gravel
working.
Watercompatible
development –
sand & gravel
working.
Less vulnerable
-mineral
processing.
Water
compatible
development –
sand & gravel
working.
Water
compatible
development –
sand & gravel
working and
wharfs.
Water
compatible
development –
sand & gravel
working.

Sequential Test
passed.
Development is
appropriate.

Sequential Test
passed.
Exception Test not
required.
Development is
appropriate.
Sequential Test
passed.
Development is
appropriate.

Static plant to use a sequential approach to
the site – by locating such processes and
uses on areas of lowest flood risk on the
site.

Water
compatible
development sand & gravel
working.

Sequential Test
passed.
Exception Test not
required.
Development
appropriate on both
sites.

Static buildings/plant to use a sequential
approach to the site – by locating such uses
on areas of lowest flood risk on the site.

Site-specific allocations for mineral extraction (sand and gravel)
Bray Quarry
Extension,
Bray

14.7

N/A

100%

100%

N/A

Yes
Low 4%

Yes
100%

No known
records of
flooding

Sand and gravel
extraction – no
on-site
processing.

Bridge Farm,
Arborfield

190

48%

52%

37%

37%

Yes
Low 49%
Med 22%
High 11%

Yes
100%

Fluvial
flooding 1990, 1991 &
2007

Sand and gravel
extraction and
processing

Area
between
Horton and
Poyle
Quarries
Ham Island,
Old Windsor

3.75

100%

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes
Low 14%
Med 7%
High 3.7%

Yes
100%

No known
records of
flooding

Sand and gravel
extraction – no
on-site
processing.
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N/A

100%

44%

44%

Yes
Low 3%
Med <1%
High <1%

Yes
100%

Fluvial
flooding –
2003 & 2014
also sewer
flooding

Sand and gravel
extraction and
new wharf.

Land west of
Basingstoke
Road,
Spencer
Wood

26.6

88%

12%

3%

N/A

Yes
Low 11%
Med 3%
High 2%

Low
risk

Fluvial
flooding in
1990 and
1991, no
reservoir risk

Sand and gravel
extraction and
processing

Fluvial
flooding 2003
& 2014. Risk
of reservoir
flooding at
speed of up
to 2m/s,
depth
between 0.3
and 2 metres.

Sand and gravel
extraction – no
on-site
processing on
either extension.

Poyle Quarry
Extension
Areas –
4
North East
Site

53%

47%

29%

2
South Sites
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N/A

Yes
Low 17%
Med 3%
High1%

Yes
100%

Sequential test
passed.
Exception Test not
required.
Development is
appropriate.

Mineral processing and static plant to use a
sequential approach to the site – by locating
such processes and uses on areas of
lowest flood risk on the site.
Flood plain compensation may be required.

Sequential Test
passed.
Development is
appropriate.

Flood plain compensation may be required.
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Sequential Test Process

Site Information
Site Name

Total
Site
Area
(ha)

Flood
Zone
1

Flood
Zone
2

Flood
Zone
3a

Flood
Zone
3b

At risk
from
surface
water
flooding †

At risk
from
ground
water †

Recorded
Flood
History* and
Reservoir
Flood Risk

Proposed
Development

Flood Risk
Vulnerability
Classification

Outcome of
Sequential Test

Sequential Test
passed.
Exception Test not
required.
Development is
appropriate.
Sequential Test
passed.
Exception Test not
required.
Development is
appropriate
Sequential Test
passed.
Exception Test not
required.
Development is
appropriate.

Site/location specific development
requirements
On site surface water drainage systems
should always be considered and
provision for flow path conveyance for
all sites.

Site-specific allocations for waste management facilities
Berkyn
Manor Farm,
Horton

2.7

90%

10%

10%

N/A

Yes
Low 25%
Med 2%
High <1%

Yes
100%

Fluvial
flooding –
2003 & 2014.
Sewer
flooding.

Green waste
and/or energy
recovery.

Less vulnerable
– waste
management.

The
Compound
(Stubbings
Estate)

2

100%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

None
identified.

Green waste
processing
(excluding open
window
composting).

Less vulnerable
– waste
management.

Horton Brook
Quarry,
Horton

4.66

100%

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes
Low 8%
Med 3%
High <1%

Yes
100%

Fluvial
flooding in
the vicinity –
2003 & 2014.
Low risk from
adjacent
reservoir.

Inert recycling.

Less vulnerable
– waste
management.

Mineral processing and static plant to use a
sequential approach to the site – by locating
such processes and uses on areas of
lowest flood risk on the site
Site is adjacent to Queen Mother Reservoir.
Any works will need to demonstrate that
they do not impact on the structural stability
of the reservoir embankment. Although the
site would be inundated in the event of an
uncontrolled breach, this is considered
highly unlikely
Flood plain compensation may be required.

Site specific allocations for wharf sites
Monkey
Island Lane
Wharf, Bray

4.1

N/A

100%

19%

N/A

Yes
Low 16%
Med 11%

Yes
100%

Sewer
flooding

Proposed new
barge unloading
facility.

Water
compatible
development new wharf.

Sequential Test
passed.
Exception Test not
required.
Development is
appropriate.

Note: For areas within Flood Zone 3b, water compatible uses should be designed and constructed to:
- Remain operational and safe for users in times of flood;
- Result in no net loss of floodplain storage;
- Not impede water flows and not increase flood risk elsewhere.
* Note: this only include those events reported to the relevant authorities, consequently, the data may not be comprehensive.
†

Utilising data from the Environment Agency mapping for surface water https://flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk/long-term-flood-risk/map and groundwater https://magic.defra.gov.uk/.

Appropriate climate change calculations regarding rainfall intensity and/or peak river flow for each site should be considered in line with the NPPF and the latest Environment Agency guidance.
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A summary of this document can be made available in large print, in Braille or audio
cassette. Copies in other languages may also be obtained. Please contact Hampshire
Services by email berks.consult@hants.gov.uk or by calling 0370 779 5634.

